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Questions to confirm before Quoting a Porta-Pad System:
1.

Location where Pad will be located? (Are Digitals available?) Is it located inside or outside?

2.

Location of Pad along with direction of Ingress and Egress?

3.

Location of Dedicated 110-Volt receptacles(s) (Need two, three if possible)

4.

Location of Sanitary Sewer related to wash site including clean-out and what size? (Digitals please.)

5.

Is there access where a 1” hose could be run so no one would trip, or a way to route so it would not be in the
way?

6.

Is there a good location to place equipment where it will not be in the way? Ideally for a Small Air Compressor, a
small Air- Pump as well as a Filter (These need to be close to dedicated 110/120-Volt electric sources).

7.

How good is the surface where they are proposing to wash? ( Are there cracks or is it a solid surface?)

8.

Is the surface asphalt or concrete?

9.

Does the surface slant in one particular direction, is the surface flat?

10. Source of water Supply and what size pipe.

11. Is the water a shared or dedicated source?
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12. How are they washing currently?

13. Do they use soap currently, and how is soap applied?

14. Is there a storm drain close in the area that will need to be protected?

15. Best time to do the project so not to interfere with Day to Day operations.

16. Key contact person to schedule and coordinate with.

Name:
Phone:
Email:

17. What is the time frame you would like to get the Porta-Pad installed by?

18. Is there a way to get digitals if any of these questions are difficult to answer adequately?

Additional Notes. (Please provide as many details that you can.)

Conditional Statement:
All Permits or permission from City, County or Property owner is sole responsibility of customer. We are a Supplier-Mfg.
Rep not a Contractor and only assemble inter-linking components supplied. Integrity & availability of Power and Sewer
are provided and responsibility of others.
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